Hyperthermia is a treatment mechanism by which cancer cells can be damaged. In this mode of treatment, electromagnetic fields are used for increasing the temperature of malignant tissues at sufficiently high level for destroying them. In this paper, major problems of hyperthermia and some proposed solutions are presented.
Introduction
Hyperthermia means a body temperature that is higher than normal, which is caused due to failure of the heatregulating mechanisms of the body. But hyperthermia can also refer to heat treatment-the carefully controlled use of heat for medical purposes. In this treatment mechanism, controlled heat is applied to human malignant tissues for damaging them. In this method, temperature is usually raised up to 42˚C -45˚C and it can be induced by drugs, medical devices and externally applied electromagnetic fields. There are three different ways of application of this treatment-local, regional and whole body hyperthermia [1] . Local hyperthermia is used to heat small area like a tumor. On the other hand, large, deeply seated, and inoperable tumors are treated by regional hyperthermia. Whole-body hyperthermia is being used as a way to make chemotherapy work better in treating cancer. This potential cancer treatment technique can be used effectively, if the existing problems of this technique are solved.
Problems of Hyperthermia
The high energy application to human tissues could cause several problems. Firstly, it is difficult to administer heat treatment to a local region in the living body to attain the desired temperature in basic clinical or in vivo experiments [2] [3] . Secondly, measurement of internal body temperature non-invasively and precisely is not an easy task. Finally, uniform heating throughout the target volume to ensure that all cancerous tissues reach therapeutic temperature and achieve adequate temperature in deep tumors without damaging the surrounding healthy tissues is another serious engineering challenge. Therefore, major challenges in this treatment are to raise homogenous temperature, measure the internal temperature precisely and concentrate heat only on the affected tissues without damaging surrounding healthy tissues. To overcome these limitations different mechanisms have been proposed.
Application of Nanoparticles in Hyperthermia
In hyperthermia treatment, external applied electromagnetic field interacts with the electrical and magnetic properties of human cell. If the properties of the cells are modified by injecting suitable particles for increasing heating and focusing effect of induced temperature, the effectiveness of this treatment can be increased significantly. For increasing the heat concentration in the targeted cells, nanoparticle insertion technique is proposed in [4] . In this proposed technique magnetic properties of the injected materials are used to convert applied electromagnetic field energy into heat. This transformation of the magnetic energy into heat is due to the N'eel relaxation, which is caused by the rapidly alternating magnetic dipole moments, and the Brownian relaxation, which is due to nanoparticle rotation, resulting in friction of the particles with the fluid. As we know the magnetic fields can penetrate the body and interact with the body tissues. Therefore, the application of an external electromagnetic (EM) field in the desired range of radio frequencies will generate a thermal shock in the target area which will destroy the cells of the tumor without damaging the surrounding healthy tissues noninvasively. Actually, magnetic nanoparticles are used for increasing the susceptibility of the carcinogenic cells for increasing focusing effect of heat.
In summary, hyperthermia treatment by using nanoparticle can be divided into three steps: 
Non-Invasive Temperature Measurement
Appropriate temperature measurement in the affected area is very important for avoiding healthy tissue damage due to overheating. In the non-invasive temperature measurement technique, target material dielectric constant is measured from the resonant frequency of the cavity generator [3] . Then the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant for some materials can then be estimated by observing the resonant frequency change with temperature. For example, the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant of pure water is given by (1). Here, T, r ε represents the temperature in (˚C) and relative dielectric constant of material respectively.
However, since it is necessary to measure a frequency change of only tens of kilohertz, in contrast to a resonant frequency of hundreds of megahertz, this measurement is particularly difficult when a living body is the target. In such cases, the frequency change with temperature cannot be measured directly; furthermore, the spatial frequency change cannot be distinguished. But phase change due to a frequency change may be detected, which improves the measurement accuracy and provides spatial information. In Equation (2), the minute frequency change with temperature can be detected as an expanded phase change in the electromagnetic waves (i.e. θ ∇ ) by adjusting the observation time.
T 0 , r, and t delay represent the reference temperature (˚C), spatial vector, and time delays with respect to a reference time (s), respectively. Therefore, temperature change inside an object can be detected by observing the phase change distribution accompanying the associated dielectric constant change in a cavity resonator. The proposed method can be easily embedded in a heating applicator based on a cavity, so a novel cancer treatment system that combines localized heating of cancers with non-invasive temperature monitoring could be established.
Uniform Field and Temperature
Uniform heating of the affected area is the most important for damaging the cancer tissues and keeping the healthy tissues unaffected. For maintaining uniform heating magnetic field uniformity is required. Figure 2 shows the thermal and magnetic coupled optimization to search magnetic and thermal uniformity [5] .
Conclusion
Hyperthermia is a promising way to improve cancer treatment, but it is largely an experimental technique at this time and is not commonly used. Research is going on to better understand this technique and improve the treatment efficiency. For instance, the use of nanoparticles, non-invasive temperature measurement and uniform heating techniques is some recent studies which provide better results than existing hyperthermia. For the best use of this method, researchers continue to investigate new approach.
